
1. Introduction

The less natural gas gets combusted by Gas

Combustion Unit (GCU) onboard liquefied natural gas

carriers, the more optimized gas operation could be

achieved either commercially or environmentally for gas

shipping companies. So it is important to maintain cargo

tank pressure below a certain level in order to minimize

the utilization of GCU. Nevertheless, in some cases the

tank pressure cannot be easily controlled. That is

generally due to terminal's request or ship operation at

low speeds. In such cases, GCU shall be utilized for

safety purposes. However, there are so many factors

that should be considered to decide whether to use

GCU.

An actual LNG carrier's daily basis operation data was

used to develop our own deep learning models. The

models have various activation functions in hidden

layers of artificial neural networks. Performance

analysis of each model has been discussed in this paper.

2. Previous works

Previous maritime studies have mainly focused on the

optimized sea speeds to minimize not gas but fuel oil

consumption.[1] But recently membrane type LNG

carriers are mainly consuming gas to propel to handle gas

tank pressure and respond to the IMO environmental

regulations. A research on gas re-liquefaction

optimization and prediction of gas consumption using

machine learning has been studied.[2,3] In this paper,

deep learning models were developed to decide whether

to operate GCU.

3. Deep learning models

As ship operates the main engines at low speeds, it is

not able to consume natural gas as much as needed to

control the tank pressure. When LNG terminals request to

shortly decrease tank pressure to a certain level that

ships cannot reach within main engines capacity, GCU is

used to control the pressure. So, the operation of GCU is

determined depending on the features of cargo tank

pressure, main engines gas consumption, generator's gas

consumption, boil-off gas, and re-liquefied gas. And

these features are used to get a target to decide whether

to utilize GCU or not. It leads to a binary classification

problem. Some deep learning models were developed.

They have different activation functions in neural

networks.

1,137 data sets are used in these models. They are

sourced from H shipping company. 174K LNG carrier’s
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daily-basis gas flow meter record was put into the

models. Data collection period is between Oct. 14th. 2020.

and Aug. 28th. 2022., which was recorded for ten

voyages.

A Python program running in the Colab was developed.

70% of the data was put in the training set, and the other

30% of the data was put in the test set for the deep

learning models. The Tensorflow Processing Unit (TPU)

with High RAM was used to build up the models on the

Tensorflow and Keras libraries. The epoch and batch size

were configured as 200 and 20, respectively.

Table 1 shows the models with several activation

functions. Linear is an activation function which does not

change the weighted sum of the input in any way and

instead returns the value directly. ReLu is the rectified

linear function. Leaky ReLu is a deformed type of ReLu,

but it has a small slope for negative values instead of a

flat slope. Selu is the scaled exponential Linear Unit. Silu

is computed by Sigmoid function multiplied by its input.

Swish is a smooth, non-monotonic activation function.

Sigmoid is a logistic activation function which limits the

output to a range between 0 and 1. Finally, Tanh is the

hyperbolic tangent activation function.

Only Sigmoid was used as output layer activation

function since the target is a type of binary class. Adam

was applied to an optimization function with a learning

rate of 0.001, and the binary cross-entropy was used as

a loss function.

Fig 1. A developed neural network model

4. Performance comparison

Eight different activation functions are applied in input
layer and hidden layers. Table 1 shows performances of

the deep learning models. The accuracy, precision, recall,

f1 score, and loss values were evaluated as performance
results.

Sigmoid activation function in input layer and hidden

layers achieved the best result. It shows that Sigmoid
might not bring about the Vanishing Gradient Problem

(VGP) to the acquired GCU data analysis since the total
amount of boil-off gas and consumed gas is limited in a

certain range in actual. the model might be able to avoid

from the normalization problem as well.

Table 1. Performance of models

5. Conclusion

Sigmoid activation function applied to all the layers

resulted in the best performance. It seems like that the

model was not affected by VGP.

On the basis of the result, further study will be more

focused on reducing shipping’s carbon emissions to

satisfy the IMO emission regulations. That should be

tackled by designing more sophisticated models to

estimate accurate carbon emission amount.
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